Nanogel-crosslinked nanoparticles increase the inhibitory effects of W9 synthetic peptide on bone loss in a murine bone resorption model
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Abstract: We investigated the biological activity of W9, a bone resorption inhibitor peptide, using NanoClik nanoparticles as an injectable carrier, where acryloyl group-modified cholesterol-bearing pullulan (CHPOA) nanogels were crosslinked by pentaerythritol tetra (mercaptopyrrol) polyoxyethylene. Thirty 5-week-old male C57BL/6J mice were fed a low calcium diet and received once-daily subcutaneous injections of the carrier alone, W9 24 mg/kg/day alone, W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in cholesterol bearing pullulan (CHP) nanogels, or W9 (8 and 24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles for 4 days (n=5). Mice that received a normal calcium diet with NanoClik nanoparticle injections without W9 were used as a control group. Radiological analyses showed that administration of W9 24 mg/kg/day significantly prevented low calcium-induced reduction of bone mineral density in the long bones and lumbar vertebrae, but only when the NanoClik nanoparticles were used as a carrier. Histomorphometric analyses of the proximal tibiae revealed that W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles prevented the increase in bone resorption indices induced by a low calcium diet, which was confirmed by measurement of serum bone resorption markers. These data suggest that NanoClik nanoparticles could be a useful carrier for peptide therapeutics, and also demonstrate that daily subcutaneous injections of the W9 peptide with the nanoparticles were able to inhibit bone loss in vivo. An osteoclastogenesis inhibition assay performed in vitro confirmed a slower release profile of W9 from NanoClik nanoparticles compared with conventional CHP nanogels.
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Introduction

Peptides have attracted a great deal of attention as therapeutic molecules for novel drug discovery, since they can be modified to fit specific drug targets. Peptides are also able to be fully synthesized, thereby allowing them to be produced at a lower cost than macromolecular drugs, such as antibodies.¹ ³ However, approximately 95% of peptide drug candidates do not reach clinical application, largely because peptides have a short biological half-life as a result of their low stability in the systemic circulation and/or autoaggregation.⁴ Therefore, an appropriate drug delivery system to overcome these problems is required for development of therapeutic peptides.

Various protein and peptide delivery systems using nanocarriers have been reported to show sustained release.⁵ ³⁰ Among these drug delivery systems, cholesterol-bearing pullulan (CHP), which is composed of nanometer-sized polymer hydrogel particles (nanogels), has been shown to be a suitable delivery system for proteins.¹¹ ¹⁴ While preventing the aggregation of proteins, CHP nanogels can also trap various proteins

Preventing the aggregation of proteins, CHP nanogels can also trap various proteins
inside through hydrophobic interactions, and can release them in their native form by exchanging them with other surrounding proteins, such as serum albumin. CHP nanogels have been shown to be a safe carrier, since they have been tested in clinical studies as a carrier for cancer therapeutics. However, CHP nanogels rapidly release the proteins incorporated in the complex in the bloodstream following displacement of the protein by serum proteins, presumably because CHP nanogels are crosslinked exclusively by physical forces, without any covalent interactions.

Modification of molecules by polyethylene glycol (PEG) is often performed to enhance drug retention, and this PEGylation has been proven to induce favorable pharmacokinetics and to reduce the toxicity and immunogenicity of drugs. Injectable nanocarriers (NanoClik nanoparticles) where the acryloyl group has been modified in cholesterol-bearing pullulan (CHPOA) nanogels crosslinked by pentaerythritol tetra (mercaptoethyl) polyoxyethylene (PEGSH) have been synthesized to overcome the rapid release of the incorporated protein from the CHP nanogels. Transmission electron microscopy images of NanoClik nanoparticles showed that the nanogels were gathered together to form one particle, which was a raspberry-like structure. The chemical crosslinking of nanogels with PEG derivatives has allowed for prevention of non-specific protein adsorption, thereby slowing the exchange rate of an incorporated protein with serum proteins. Furthermore, the NanoClik nanoparticles also provide higher structural stability when compared with conventional CHP nanogels.

The W9 peptide is an inhibitor of osteoclast formation that acts by antagonizing the effects of the receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa B ligand (RANKL), a critical molecule required for osteoclastogenesis. W9 efficiently prevented bone loss by inhibiting osteoclast formation in murine bone resorption models in vivo, including a low calcium diet model. However, eight daily subcutaneous injections (every 3 hours) or a subcutaneously implanted osmotic pump were required for this peptide to achieve efficient prevention of bone loss in these models. Despite its activity, few clinical studies as a carrier for cancer therapeutics have so far been performed to find a suitable carrier of bone loss in these models.

Materials and methods

Animals

Thirty 5-week-old male C57BL/6J mice were purchased from CLEA Japan (Tokyo, Japan). The mice were maintained under a 12-hour light/dark cycle in our animal care facilities, and the experimental procedures were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Tokyo Medical and Dental University (authorizations 100182, 0120217A, and 0150203A).

Materials

W9 was purchased from the American Peptide Company (Sunnyvale, CA, USA). CHP nanogels and CHPOA nanogels were synthesized as described elsewhere. PEGSH (molecular weight 1.0×10^4 g/mol) was purchased from NOF Co (Tokyo, Japan). Nuclear magnetic resonance characterization of the CHPOA nanogels and NanoClik nanoparticles has been described previously. CHPOA nanogels were suspended in phosphate-buffered saline at 10 mg/mL. The suspension was mixed with a solution of W9 and kept overnight at 4°C to form the CHPOA-W9 complex. When we tried to incorporate 6 mg W9 in the 30 mg/mL nanogel, it was difficult to form a gel-type structure. Therefore, we assumed that the maximum dose of W9 able to be incorporated was 20% of the concentration of the CHP nanogel. Since we used 5.0 mg/mL CHP nanogels in this study, 1 mg of W9 peptide per mL was the maximum.

The CHPOA-W9 complex was mixed with PEGSH (9.4 mg/mL) at a molar ratio of 4:1 for the acryloyl groups on the CHPOA nanogels, and the mixture was incubated for 24 hours at 37°C under a humidified atmosphere (the final concentration of CHPOA nanogels was 5 mg/mL). NanoClik nanoparticles were formed as shown in Figure 1. In the same way, the CHPOA-W9 complex was crosslinked with PEGSH by Michael addition to generate the W9 incorporated in the NanoClik nanoparticles, and was kept at 4°C until use.

Measurement of hydrodynamic diameters

The hydrodynamic diameters of W9, W9 incorporated in CHP nanogels, W9 incorporated in CHPOA nanogels, and
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W9 incorporated in PEGSH-crosslinked CHPOA nanogels (NanoClik nanoparticles) were evaluated by dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer Nano series, Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) as described previously. 

Experimental protocol using a bone resorption model induced by a low calcium diet

All mice were housed singly in metabolic cages (Metabolica, Sugiyama-Gen, Tokyo, Japan) and were fed a semi-synthetic diet using a pair feeding technique as described previously. Briefly, all mice were fed a normal calcium diet containing 0.5% calcium and 0.35% phosphorus for 3 days; five mice were then fed a normal calcium diet while the others were fed a low calcium diet containing 0.05% calcium and 0.35% phosphorus for 4 days.

The mice were divided into six groups (n=5 per group) as follows: mice fed a normal calcium diet received a daily injection of NanoClik nanoparticles (abbreviated as normal Ca+NanoClik). The other mice were fed a low calcium diet and received a daily injection of NanoClik nanoparticles as a vehicle control (low Ca+NanoClik), W9 24 mg/kg/day alone (low Ca+W9 24 mg), W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in CHP nanogels (low Ca+CHP-W9 24 mg), W9 8 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles (low Ca+NanoClik-W9 8 mg), or W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles (low Ca+NanoClik-W9 24 mg). Figure 2 shows the group name abbreviations and experimental protocol used in this study. All injections were performed subcutaneously once a day. The mice were sacrificed 4 days after starting the low calcium diet by gentle cervical dislocation under deep sedation with medetomidine hydrochloride (6.6 mg/kg, Domitor®, Zenoaq, Fukushima, Japan).

Radiological assessment of tibiae, femurs, and lumbar vertebrae

The tibiae, femurs, and lumbar vertebrae were dissected, and soft tissues were roughly removed. All of the bones were then fixed in glutaraldehyde 0.5%/formalin 3.7% fixative (pH 7.4) for 3 days at 4°C, and then washed with phosphate-buffered saline for radiological and histological analyses. Three-dimensional reconstruction images of the tibiae, femurs, and lumbar vertebrae were obtained with an image analysis software program (TRI/3D-View, Ratoc Systems, Tokyo, Japan).
System Engineering, Tokyo, Japan) using the data obtained by microfocal computed tomography (µ-CT; ScanXmate-E090 [94 mA, 85 mV], Comscan, Kanagawa, Japan). The bone mineral density (BMD) of the tibiae, femurs, and vertebrae (third lumbar) were measured by peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT; XCT Research SA+; Collimation B, Stratec Medizintechnik GmbH, Pforzheim, Germany). The trabecular BMD of the tibiae was analyzed at the proximal metaphysis, the trabecular BMD of the femurs was analyzed at the distal metaphysis, and the trabecular BMD of the lumbar vertebrae was analyzed at the body of the third lumbar vertebrae.

Histological preparation and bone histomorphometry

For the histological assessments, tibiae were embedded in methyl methacrylate as described previously. Undecalcified sections (5 μm) were prepared using an automicrotome (Supercut 2050, Reichert-Jung, Arnsberg, Germany). Some sections were stained with von Kossa stain and counterstained with a modified van Gieson method to clarify the mineralized tissue, or were subjected to tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) staining. Osteoclasts were designated as TRAP-positive multinucleated cells (n ≥ 2) located on the bone surface. A standard bone histomorphometric analysis was performed in the secondary spongiosa of the tibiae using an image analysis system (KS400, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) as described elsewhere.

Serum biochemical assays

Under deep sedation with medetomidine hydrochloride (Domitor 6.6 mg/kg), blood samples were collected from the orbital sinus of each mouse by puncture just before sacrifice. The serum level of C-terminal telopeptide (CTX), a degradation product of type I collagen, was measured individually in duplicate samples using an enzyme immunoassay.
kit (RatLaps EIA, IDS Ltd, Boldon, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.30

**Osteoclastogenesis inhibition assay to clarify W9 release from nanogel carriers and determination of amount of W9 released from NanoClik nanoparticles in vitro**

The amount of W9 released from each of the carriers was predicted using an osteoclastogenesis assay modified from the established method.40,41 First, we cultured bone marrow cells with 25 ng/mL macrophage colony-stimulating factor (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and 5 ng/mL RANKL (Wako, Osaka, Japan) in the wells of a 48-well plate (Sumitomo Bakelite, Tokyo, Japan) for one day in the presence of 10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, USA) to obtain bone marrow-derived osteoclast precursors using alpha minimal essential medium (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) with 100 units of penicillin and 100 µg/mL streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich). Next, W9 (50 µM), vehicle (0.05% dimethyl sulfoxide), CHP nanoparticles (CHP), W9 (50 µM incorporated in CHP nanoparticles [CHP-W9]), NanoClik nanoparticles (NanoClik), and W9 (50 µM incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles [NanoClik-W9]) were added in the cultures, which were further incubated with 25 ng/mL macrophage colony-stimulating factor and 100 ng/mL RANKL for 3 days in the presence of 10% fetal bovine serum.

Another set of cultures was performed in the same way as described in the previous paragraph using the NanoClik nanoparticles and NanoClik-W9 (50 µM incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles) in the presence of 50% fetal bovine serum. The cells were fixed using 3.7% phosphate-buffered formalin, and were stained for TRAP. TRAP-positive multinucleated cells (nucleus number >3) were counted. The amount of W9 released from the nanogels was determined from the regression analysis on the graph of TRAP-positive multinucleated cells versus the corresponding W9 concentrations (1, 3, 5, 10, 30, 50, and 100 µM).

**Statistical analysis**

The data were analyzed by one-way analysis of variance, and when a significant F ratio was identified, groups were compared using Fisher’s protected least significant difference post hoc test. The difference was considered to be significant for values with P<0.05. All data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation.

**Results**

**Prevention of aggregation of W9 by nanogels**

As described in the introduction section, peptide drugs frequently form aggregates, and this aggregation is considered to be one of the reasons why peptides are not able to elicit therapeutic effects. Therefore, an appropriate carrier that can prevent aggregation is necessary to allow the peptide drugs to elicit biological effects. We used W9, a peptide known to inhibit bone resorption, as a representative peptide drug to investigate the feasibility of using NanoClik nanoparticles as a peptide carrier in vivo. First, we measured the hydrodynamic diameters of various complexes to determine whether nanogels could prevent aggregation of the peptide. When the W9 peptide was dispersed at a concentration of 120 mg/mL in phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4), large aggregates were observed by dynamic light scattering (the size of the aggregates was 6,054±1,558 nm, polydispersity index 0.34). Once W9 was incorporated in CHP nanogels or CHPOA nanogels, the hydrodynamic diameters were significantly reduced: CHP nanogel, 344±52 nm (polydispersity index 0.53); CHPOA nanogel, 64.4±4.0 nm (polydispersity index 0.50). After crosslinking of the CHPOA-W9 nanogel with PEGSH, the hydrodynamic diameter of the NanoClik nanoparticles was 254±17.6 nm (polydispersity index 0.76).

**Effects of NanoClik nanoparticles as a peptide carrier in bone resorption model**

As we described in the introduction section, eight daily subcutaneous injections of W9 were found to be required to prevent the bone loss induced by a low calcium diet in mice.36 In the present study, we examined whether once-daily subcutaneous injections of W9 incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles could prevent the bone loss induced by a low calcium diet. Three-dimensional reconstruction images of the proximal tibiae from µ-CT scanning data showed that there was trabecular bone loss at the tibial metaphysis in the vehicle-injected low calcium group compared with the vehicle-injected normal calcium group (Figure 3A). As described in the materials and methods section, NanoClik nanoparticles were used as a vehicle for the in vivo study. The higher dose of W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles prevented this decrease of bone, but the lower dose of W9 (8 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles did not significantly prevent the bone loss induced by a low calcium diet, nor did W9 24 mg/kg/day alone or W9 24 mg/kg/day...
incorporated in CHP nanogels (Figure 3A). These μ-CT observations were confirmed by BMD measurements at the tibiae (Figure 3B), femurs (Figure S1), and lumbar vertebrae (Figure S2) by pQCT.

Bone structural parameters of cancellous region at the tibial metaphysis

Nondecalcified sagittal sections of proximal tibiae stained by the von Kossa method showed changes in the amount of mineralized bone in the cancellous region (Figure 4A). Standard bone histomorphometric analyses confirmed the presence of structural changes in the cancellous bone of the tibiae. Structural parameters, including trabecular bone volume and trabecular number, were significantly reduced in the vehicle-injected low calcium group. Once-daily subcutaneous injections of W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles significantly prevented the low calcium-induced decrease in trabecular bone volume and trabecular number (Figure 4B and C). The other bone structural parameter, trabecular separation, was significantly increased in the vehicle-injected low calcium group compared with the vehicle-injected normal calcium group. Once-daily injections of W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles significantly prevented the increase in trabecular separation induced by a low calcium diet (Figure 4D). However, no significant changes in trabecular thickness were observed in the other groups (Figure 4E).

Once-daily injections of W9 incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles prevented bone resorption induced by a low calcium diet

Histological sections of the proximal tibiae showed that TRAP-positive cells in the vehicle-injected low calcium group seemed to be increased compared with those in the vehicle-injected normal calcium group. Treatment with W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles

Figure 3 Findings of radiological assessments of the proximal tibiae.

Notes: (A) Three-dimensional reconstruction microfocal CT images of the proximal tibiae (upper panel) and the secondary spongiosa in the metaphysis of the proximal tibiae (lower panel). The trapezoidal frame in the upper panels indicates the area shown in the magnified images in the lower panels. The scale bar represents 500 μm. (B) Trabecular BMD of the proximal tibiae measured by peripheral quantitative CT. The six experimental groups shown in the figure are as follows: normal Ca + NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a normal calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + CHP-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik-W9 (8 mg, n=5), W9 (8 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet. Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation, with n=5 for each experimental group. *P<0.05 versus normal Ca + NanoClik; P<0.05 versus low Ca + NanoClik.

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; Ca, calcium; CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; CT, computed tomography.
Figure 4 Mineralized tissue in cancellous region of tibial metaphysis.

Notes: (A) Photomicrographs of undecalciﬁed sagittal sections (5 µM) of the proximal tibiae with von Kossa staining and counterstained using a modiﬁed van Gieson method. The scale bar represents 500 µm. The area of mineralized tissue is shown in black. (B) Trabecular bone volume, (C) trabecular number, (D) trabecular separation, and (E) trabecular thickness. Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation, with n=5 for each experimental group. *P<0.05 versus normal Ca + NanoClik; #P<0.05, versus low Ca + NanoClik.

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; Ca, calcium; CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; Normal Ca + NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a normal calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticle)− injected mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in CHP nanogels was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik-W9 (8 mg, n=5), W9 (8 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet.
prevented the increase in TRAP-positive cells (Figure 5A). The bone histomorphometric analyses revealed that there was a significant increase in bone resorption parameters (osteoclast number and osteoclast surface) in the vehicle-injected low calcium group compared with the vehicle-injected normal calcium group. These increases in bone resorption parameters were significantly reduced in mice injected with W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles, while the same dose of W9 incorporated in CHP nanogels had no significant effect (Figure 5B and C). These results suggest that the NanoClik nanoparticles are critical for the successful delivery of the peptide drug, W9, to allow it to prevent bone loss by inhibiting excess formation of osteoclasts.

Serum biochemical parameters
In order to clarify whether prevention of bone loss by the NanoClik nanoparticles was due to the reduction of bone resorption activity of osteoclasts, not just to a reduction of osteoclast number, the serum level of CTX, a functional biomarker of bone resorption, was measured. The serum levels of CTX were significantly higher in the vehicle-injected low calcium group compared with the vehicle-injected normal calcium group. Injection of W9 24 mg/kg/day incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles significantly reduced the serum levels of CTX compared with those in the vehicle-injected low calcium group (Figure 6).

Release profile of W9 from NanoClik nanoparticles in the osteoclastogenesis assay in vitro
To clarify the release profile of W9 from nanogels, we performed a functional assay by counting the number of osteoclasts in a culture with 10% fetal bovine serum, since the W9 peptide has already been shown to act as an inhibitor

Figure 5 Treatment with W9 24 mg/kg/day complexed in NanoClik nanoparticles prevented the increase in bone resorption parameters induced by a low calcium diet.

Notes: (A) Histological observations of the proximal tibiae. TRAP-positive cells are shown in red. TRAP-positive multinucleated cells were designated as osteoclasts. The scale bar represents 50 μm. (B) Number of osteoclasts per bone surface and (C) osteoclast surface per bone surface. Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation, with n=5 for each experimental group. *P<0.05 versus normal Ca+NanoClik; **P<0.05 versus low Ca+NanoClik.

Abbreviations: Ca, calcium; CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; Oc. S/BS, osteoclast surface per bone surface; N. Oc./BS, number of osteoclasts per bone surface; TRAP, tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase; Normal Ca + NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticles)-injected mice fed a normal calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticles)-injected mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + CHP-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in CHP nanogels was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik-W9 (8 mg, n=5), W9 (8 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + NanoClik-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet.
of osteoclastogenesis. We assumed that the serum-induced free W9 released from nanogels would inhibit osteoclast differentiation, but that the remaining W9 incorporated in nanogels would not. In order to clarify the amount of free W9 released, we established a 4-day osteoclast culture as shown in Figure 7A. We incubated the cells with materials used in the in vivo studies for 3 days (from day 1 to day 4), and stopped the culture on day 4 as described in the Materials and methods section. The osteoclast number, shown as the number of TRAP-positive multinucleated cells, in the cultures exposed to NanoClik nanoparticles (Figure 7D), in the cultures exposed to NanoClik-W9 compared with the cultures exposed to CHP nanogels alone, allowed W9 to exert inhibitory effects on bone resorption by a low calcium diet, but single daily injections of W9 incorporated in CHP nanogels could not (Figures 3–5). These results were confirmed by measurement of serum CTX levels, a bone resorption marker that reflects the amount of degradation product of the bone matrix (Figure 6). Therefore, our results indicate that the NanoClik nanoparticles, but not the CHP nanogels alone, allowed W9 to exert inhibitory effects on osteoclastogenesis and bone resorption in vivo by only once-daily subcutaneous injection.

In order to achieve long-term bioactivity of peptide drugs in vivo, it is necessary to inhibit peptide drug aggregation, to allow for sustained release of the peptide drug, and/or to prevent peptide drug degradation. In our study, the CHP nanogels and NanoClik nanoparticles prevented aggregation of W9. However, the inhibitory effects of W9 on bone loss could not be elicited by CHP nanogels containing the drug (Figures 3 and 4). On the other hand, the NanoClik-W9 complex could inhibit bone loss.

Our in vivo findings might be explained by differences in the plasma half-life of the carriers used in this study (Figure 9). We previously showed that the CHP nanogel itself was eliminated from the circulation within 6 hours, while...
Figure 7 Three-day culture of NanoClik-W9 in 10% FBS was not enough to inhibit osteoclastogenesis, but culture in 50% FBS was sufficient for in vitro inhibition of osteoclastogenesis.

Notes: (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental protocol to clarify W9 release mechanism from nanogels in vitro. Murine bone marrow cells were cultured in the presence of 10% FBS, 25 ng/mL M-csF, and 5 ng/mL RANKL for one day to obtain bone marrow-derived osteoclast precursors. The precursors were then further incubated for 3 days in the presence of 10% FBS, 25 ng/mL M-csF, and 100 ng/mL RANKL with the materials used in the in vivo study, ie, vehicle (0.05% dimethyl sulfoxide), W9 alone, CHP nanogels, W9 incorporated in CHP nanogels (CHP-W9), NanoClik nanoparticles (NanoClik), and W9 incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles (NanoClik-W9).

(B) Representative microscopic images of osteoclast cultures on day 4. TRAP-positive cells are shown in red. The scale bar represents 200 µM. (C) TRAP-positive MNcs were counted (n>3). The percentage of TRAP-positive MNcs compared with the vehicle control is shown. *P<0.05 versus vehicle; #P<0.05 versus CHP conditioned medium. (D) Percentage of TRAP-positive MNcs compared with the NanoClik incubated in 50% FBS-conditioned medium using the same protocol as shown in the panel A.

Abbreviations: CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; CM, conditioned medium; FBS, fetal bovine serum; M-csF, macrophage colony-stimulating factor; MNcs, multinucleated cells; NS, not significant; RANKL, nuclear factor kappa B ligand; TRAP, tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preincubation time (days)</th>
<th>W9 concentration (µM)</th>
<th>W9 released concentration (µM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL + vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL</td>
<td>RANKL 100 ng/mL + 0 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9 with 10% FBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL</td>
<td>RANKL 100 ng/mL + 1 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9 with 10% FBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL</td>
<td>RANKL 100 ng/mL + 2 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9 with 10% FBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL</td>
<td>RANKL 100 ng/mL + 4 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9 with 10% FBS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9</td>
<td>RANKL 5 ng/mL</td>
<td>RANKL 100 ng/mL + 5 day-preincubated NanoClik-W9 with 10% FBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 Time-dependent release profile of W9 from NanoClik nanoparticles.

Notes: (A) Schematic diagram of the in vitro experimental protocol to show the release profile of W9 in the 10% culture media. NanoClik-W9 was preincubated in 60 µL of 10% FBS alpha-minimal essential medium for 1 to 5 days before adding to the osteoclast culture at day 1. (B) TRAP-positive MNcs were counted on day 4. Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation. The numbers shown in the graph indicate the duration of preincubation of NanoClik-W9 in the 10% FBS conditioned medium. (C) Linear regression analysis for the W9 concentrations versus the percentage of TRAP-positive MNcs was performed to predict the released W9 concentration from the inhibition rate of osteoclastogenesis (R² = 0.955). W9 (1, 3, 5, 10, 30, 50 and 100 µM) was applied to the same culture system as shown in the panel A instead of applying NanoClik-W9. (D) Amounts of W9 released from NanoClik nanoparticles in the culture shown in the panel B were predicted using the linear regression analysis shown in the panel C.

Abbreviations: FBS, fetal bovine serum; MNcs, multinucleated cells; rANKL, nuclear factor kappa B ligand; TRAP, tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase.

B

Preincubation time (days) | TRAP + MNCs | W9 concentration (µM) | Y=87.58–40.826* log(x) |
|---------------------------|-------------|-----------------------|--------------------------|

C

Predicted amount of W9 released (µM) | Preincubation time (days)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 Proposed schema for peptide-drug release from the NanoClik nanoparticles and CHP nanogels.

Notes: The hydrodynamic diameter of W9 incorporated in the NanoClik nanoparticles was larger than that of W9 in the CHP nanogels. After administration of the W9-carrier complex, NanoClik nanoparticles (NanoClik-W9) could sustain the release of W9 better than the CHP nanogels (CHP-W9) due to their decreased degradation. The red circle represents W9, the green line shows PEGSH, and CHP (upper panel) and CHPOA (lower panel) are shown as spherical forms.

Abbreviations: Ca, calcium; CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; CHPOA, acryloyl group-modified cholesterol-bearing pullulan; PEGSH, pentaoxyethylene glycol bis(mercaptoethyl) polyoxyethylene.
approximately 40%–50% of the NanoClik nanoparticles remained in the circulation at that point after intravenous injection in mice. NanoClik nanoparticles were previously proven to retain 20%–30% of the nanoparticles derived from the carrier after 24 hours in the circulation. These findings indicate that the NanoClik nanoparticles are more stable than the CHP nanogels in vivo.

Our in vitro studies had provided preliminary information to back up the findings of the in vivo studies, where the results of in vitro studies, especially figure 7C and 7D, demonstrated slower and more controlled release of the therapeutic peptide due to crosslinking compared with the CHP nanogels (Figures 7 and 8). Three days of culture in 10% serum was enough to induce W9 peptide release from the CHP nanogels, but not from the NanoClik nanoparticles, indicating that the NanoClik nanoparticles were essential for the long-term controlled release of the therapeutic peptide (Figure 7B and C). Furthermore, W9 incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was proven to inhibit osteoclastogenesis in the 3-day culture with a higher concentration of serum (50%), but not in that with a lower concentration of serum (10%), providing insight into the mechanism underlying the release of the peptide from the NanoClik nanoparticles, where there is an exchange with serum proteins to release the incorporated peptide (Figure 7C and D). The results showing the preincubation time-dependent release profile of W9 from the NanoClik nanoparticles in the 10% fetal bovine serum-conditioned medium confirmed the slower and more controlled release from these nanoparticles compared with the CHP nanogels (Figure 8).

The inhibitory effects of W9 on bone resorption in this study could be due to the protein-repellant properties of the NanoClik nanoparticles. Since the hydrophobic characteristics of PEG are known to prevent protein adsorption, the PEG-crosslinked carrier itself is considered to be more protective against the surrounding proteins, including protein degradation enzymes, compared with CHP nanogels, which could lead to a reduction in degradation of the CHP carrier. On the other hand, W9 is thought to be released by an exchange mechanism involving surrounding proteins like serum albumin. Therefore, the protein-repellant properties of the PEGylated carrier might have also prevented the release of W9, further promoting the long-term inhibitory effects of W9 on bone loss in vivo.

In conclusion, NanoClik nanoparticles showed potential as a novel sustained-release carrier for peptide drugs. Our findings clarify the feasibility of using NanoClik nanoparticles as an injectable carrier for peptide drugs in vivo.
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Supplementary materials
Concerning our in vivo model

Our low calcium diet model was established in 1989, and has been used extensively since then. These numerous studies have shown comparable serum calcium levels during the experimental period, although the ionized calcium levels were lower in the low calcium diet group compared with the normal calcium diet group. Furthermore, treatment with a bone resorption inhibitor (clodronate, a bisphosphonate) did not change the serum calcium levels.7

Figure S1 Radiological assessment of distal femurs.

Notes: (A) Three-dimensional reconstruction images of distal femurs examined by microfocal computed tomography. Top, an axial view of transverse bone segments at the metaphysis; bottom, the longitudinal view. The bar represents 1 mm. (B) Results of a quantitative analysis of femoral trabecular BMD at the distal metaphysis measured by peripheral quantitative computed tomography. Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation, with n=5 for each experimental group. *P<0.05 versus normal Ca+NanoClik; #P<0.05 versus low Ca+NanoClik.

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; Ca, calcium; CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; Normal Ca+NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a normal calcium diet; low Ca+NanoClik (n=5), vehicle (NanoClik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca+W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca+CHP-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in CHP nanogels was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca+NanoClik-W9 (8 mg, n=5), W9 (8 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca+NanoClik-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in NanoClik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet.
Figure S2 Radiological assessments of the third lumbar vertebrae.

Notes: (A) Three-dimensional reconstruction images (upper panel) and trabecular-rich region (lower panel) of the third lumbar vertebrae were examined by microfocal computed tomography. The bar represents 1 mm. (B) Results of a quantitative analysis of trabecular BMD at the vertebral body measured by peripheral quantitative computed tomography. The data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation with n=5 for each experimental group. *P<0.05 versus normal Ca + Nanoclik; †P<0.05 versus low Ca + Nanoclik.

Abbreviations: BMD, bone mineral density; Ca, calcium; CHP, cholesterol-bearing pullulan; Normal Ca + Nanoclik (n=5), vehicle (Nanoclik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a normal calcium diet; low Ca + Nanoclik (n=5), vehicle (Nanoclik nanoparticle)-injected mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + CHP-W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in CHP nanogels was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + Nanoclik-W9 (8 mg, n=5), W9 (8 mg/kg/day) incorporated in Nanoclik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet; low Ca + W9 (24 mg, n=5), W9 (24 mg/kg/day) incorporated in Nanoclik nanoparticles was injected into mice fed a low calcium diet.
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